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From guess who….



The ancient Greeks of course! 

Aristotle’s three rhetorical appeals: 

Pathos

Logos

Ethos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DGdDQrXv5U


Pathos

Eliciting an emotional response of the audience (e.g., 

anger, nostalgia, pity, or joy) in order to convince them 

of your opinion. The speaker or writer attempts to 

create an emotional connection with the audience. 



Logos

Using logic and reason to convince your audience of your point. 

This appeal can include inductive or deductive logic. The appeal 

establishes a clear and reasonable line of argument in which each 

claim is given logical support.

Deductive: Give the claim first, followed with supporting evidence and/ 

or examples

Inductive: List evidence and/ or examples first, building up to your 

opinion in conclusion

https://fs.blog/2018/05/deductive-inductive-reasoning/


Ethos

Establishing the credibility or authority of a writer or 

speaker on a topic. This can be established intrinsically 

or extrinsically, as follows

Intrinsic: The internal credibility established by writing or 

speaking correctly, knowledgeably, and confidently about a topic. 

Extrinsic: The external credibility a speaker or writer brings to an 

argument by citing credible sources. 



Logical fallacies: Techniques of poor ethics

● ad hominem – means “to the man”--personal and irrelevant attacks
● red herring – deliberate attempt to divert attention
● straw man – creates the illusion of having refuted a proposition by 

substituting a similar yet weaker proposition (the "straw man"). 
● begging the question – assumes the conclusion is true without proving 

it; circular argument. 
● testimonial – uses famous people randomly to endorse the product or 

idea.
● Glittering Generalities--using feel good words that really have nothing 

to do with the issue to evoke positive pathos 

https://docs.google.com/a/args.us/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YXJncy51c3xzYXJ0bGV5fGd4OjcyMmI5NGQ4OWIxNDU3ZTU


Ad hominem: personal attacks

Example: In the video the person talking gives examples of the issues that have occured 
during President Trump’s campaign and puts forth accusations in an effort to gain people’s 
interest to impeach President Trump.

Works Cited:

Steyer, Tom. Emoluments. Youtube.com. 23 Apr, 2018. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXl8vRmLeJk . 22 Mar, 2019.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXl8vRmLeJk


Ad Hominem



Red Herring: diverting attention 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiAn-l5_wGg

Example from the video that uses both ad-hominem and red 
herring. Trump is asked a question, Trump instead responds by 
saying that he has much better temperament than Hillary and that 
Hillary wasted hundreds of millions of dollars while she was in 
position. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiAn-l5_wGg


Straw Man: mischaracterizing the other 
argument so that it is easily refuted 

Straw Man Argument. 
Pinterest.https://www.pinterest.com/pin/2850638513910863
37/. 22 March 

   2019.

“Strawman Fallacy.” TV Tropes

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/285063851391086337/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/285063851391086337/


Begging the question: circular logic 

They don’t provide proof that Sally has never lied, they just keep re-stating that she doesn’t 
in different words.

Syera. How to avoid getting brainwashed and falling for stupid things.



Begging the Question : Circular Logic 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ack4oIpfQto

Hillary Clinton says America is a great country… Because America is a good country. Yes. 
Really.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rw3I2JhmxmE

Lady doesn't understand poverty and tells homeless people to just buy a house and not be 
homeless.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ack4oIpfQto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rw3I2JhmxmE


Testimonials: Celebrity endorsements 

https://www.ispot.tv/ad/7dR0/proactiv-featuring-adam-l
evine#: In the video, Adam Levine endorses Proactiv, a 
skin care product, showing how much worse his skin 
used to be and how clear it is now that he uses this 
product. This is an example of ethical testimonial 
advertisement. A bad example of celebrity endorsement 
was Kendall Jenner’s Pepsi scandal that happened over 
the summer 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dA5Yq1DLSmQ). 

Kim Kardashian’s Instagram. Instagram. 
November 20, 2017  

She is taking hair vitamins, when she wears wigs for 
the majority of the time. 

https://www.ispot.tv/ad/7dR0/proactiv-featuring-adam-levine#
https://www.ispot.tv/ad/7dR0/proactiv-featuring-adam-levine#
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dA5Yq1DLSmQ


Glittering Generalities: use widely 
admired concepts to get statements 
accepted without examination
Olive Garden uses the 
term family, which 
has positive 
connotations, in their 
add without including 
any evidence as to 
why everyone is 
suddenly related 
when they go there.

Olive Garden “We’re All Family Here”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05IkUaifz4s
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